Automatic Letter Openers
Desktop/Small-Mid Volume

LO3010

LO3015

LO3020

LO3030

Francotyp-Postalia’s Mailing Solution’s Automatic Letter Openers…
Hallmarks of ease, efficiency and affordable productivity
For mid-volumes of incoming mail, you
need a fast and reliable mail opener.
Make quick work of processing mail
with these speedy automatic letter
openers from FP Mailing Solutions. At
speeds ranging from 18,000 to 24,000
per hour, these machines make the
chore of daily mail opening a breeze.
They are easy to use and their small
footprint and light weight make them
ideal for desktop use. When neatness
counts, FP has thought of everything:
the precise slitting mechanism

ensures that each envelope is
opened cleanly as it’s fed through
the unit, without leaving a pile of
paper scraps behind like other openers. The envelope contents remain
in tact, yet easily accessible. With
the ability to open most types of
envelopes, and any thickness up to
1/4” without sorting, these openers
make fast work of most jobs. Their
clean design and high speed make
these letter openers productivity
enhancements for any desktop or any
busy mailroom.
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OPENERS

Automatic Letter Openers - Small/Mid-Volume
LO3010

LO3010 Special Features

At up to 18,000 pieces per hour, this machine opens your daily mail quickly.

√ Chadless

Specifications

√ Efficient

Speed:
Maximum thickness:
Footprint:
Weight:

18,000 per hour
1/4”
H/W/D 7”x13”x9” (without receiving tray)
10 lbs.

√ Easy to Operate
√ No Waste Disposal
√ High Productivity
√ Low Cost
√ Receiving Tray Included

LO3015

LO3015 Special Features

This is a machine that pays for itself, even for the small user.

√ Chadless

Specifications

√ Efficient

Speed:
Maximum thickness:
Footprint:
Weight:

24,000 per hour
1/4”
H/W/D 9”x19”x11” (without receiving tray)
36 lbs.

√ Easy to Operate
√ No Waste Disposal
√ High Productivity
√ Heavy Duty Construction
√ Low Cost
√ Receiving Tray Included
√ Optional Counter Available

LO3020

LO3020 Special Features

Solid metal construction makes this a durable addition to the office.

√ Chadless

Specifications

√ Efficient

Speed:
Footprint:
Weight:

24,000 per hour
H/W/D 9”x19”x11” (without receiving tray)
35 lbs.

√ Easy to Operate
√ No Waste Disposal
√ High Productivity
√ Heavy Duty Construction
√ Low Cost
√ Receiving Tray Included
√ Counter Included

LO3030

LO3030 Special Features

The ideal opener for large quantities of flats or other hard to open envelopes.

√ Rotary

Specifications

√ Efficient

Speed:
Maximum thickness:

Maximum width:
Footprint:
Weight:

Only limited to the speed of the operator
1/4” (opening from the side of the
envelope often makes it possible to
open almost any thickness envelope)
14”
H/W/D 6”x18”x9”
24 lbs.

To order your Automatic Letter Opener, call your FP representative today.
When you’ve got questions, we’ve got solutions. Our commitment to fast, attentive customer service is just
one of the reasons why we’re the countries fastest growing USPS-approved mailing systems vendor.
#MS2020

√ Easy to Operate
√ Waste Disposal “Bin” Included
√ Low Cost
√ Opens practically every

envelope used in business today,
including Tyvek and plastic
envelopes.
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